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Abstract—This paper considers the use of a squirrel cage induction generator for a direct-drive wind turbine. Advantages of this topology include a simple/rugged construction, and no need for permanent magnets. A major focus of this paper is the choice of an appropriate pole number. An iterative, analytical design process is employed to create generators of different pole numbers for comparison, with static 2-D finite element analysis used for verification. It is shown that increasing the pole number has the effects of reducing the required core material, reducing the power factor, increasing the leakage reactance, and increasing the efficiency.

I. INTRODUCTION

Direct-drive wind turbines have been noted to be a trend in the wind turbine industry. The generators are heavier and more expensive, but this is ideally offset by the benefits of removing the gearbox from the construction. Permanent magnet generators have been found suitable for this application, but the unpredictable costs and availability of rare earth metals is a deterrent. The wind turbine configuration being considered in this paper is an outer-rotor direct-drive induction generator, connected to a full-power converter. Due to the lack of permanent magnets or salient poles, there is potential for a rugged, competitive design. Table I lists the ratings used for this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rated power</td>
<td>$P_{out}$</td>
<td>3 MW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated voltage</td>
<td>$V_{LL}$</td>
<td>690 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated speed</td>
<td>$n_m$</td>
<td>15 rpm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

II. ARGUMENT FOR INDUCTION GENERATORS FOR DIRECT-DRIVE WIND TURBINES

A. Reliability of Direct-Drive Wind Turbines

A Comparison of direct-drive and gear-driven wind turbine generators has been performed [1], where Polinder et al. demonstrated that direct-drive wind turbine generators tend to be heavier and more expensive than wind turbine generators used with gearboxes. The work performed by Polinder et al. also underlines the fact that modern wind turbines using doubly-fed induction generators are satisfactory with regard to their cost and size, and that the benefit of moving towards direct-drive generators can only come from increased reliability. However, there is some evidence that the current trend toward the use of direct-drive wind turbines is not giving the expected increase in wind turbine reliability.

Studies have shown that the failure rates of the generator and power electronics are higher for direct-drive wind turbines than for those with gearboxes [2],[3]. Based on observed component failure rates, a techno-economic comparison has shown that direct-drive machines can produce a higher amount of energy per annum, but this is not typically enough to offset the increased failure rate and cost of the generator. It is also found that a reduction in cost of nearly 50% is required for the present direct-drive wind turbines to be competitive from a revenue standpoint [4]. In light of this, one factor that bears considering is the present topology of direct-drive wind turbines. Electrically-excited synchronous generators have been used for several generations of direct-drive wind
turbines. The authors of this paper suggest that a squirrel cage induction generator reasons to exhibit higher reliability than an electrically-excited synchronous generator. The total number of required components will be reduced, since there is no need to provide DC excitation for the field poles. Permanent magnet synchronous generators have also been selected for many of the latest direct-drive designs. Increased reliability should be achieved by these new direct-drive wind turbines, but a squirrel cage induction generator could make the reliability better still. The nature of synchronous operation implies that every change in rotor torque will be directly transmitted to the power converter in the form of a power fluctuation. Since an induction machine operates with some slip, there is a damping effect which will partially smooth such fluctuations.

B. Rare Earth Supply

Neodymium iron boron (NdFeB) has become the leading magnet for rotating machine applications. Neodymium is one of 17 metals known as ‘rare earths’, which are difficult to mine and separate due to their chemical similarity. While NdFeB magnets are powerful, their temperature performance is not satisfactory for many rotating machine applications, such as in electric vehicles or wind turbines. To make the magnets more suitable in this regard, they are alloyed with a second rare earth metal, dysprosium. The amount of dysprosium required is much lower than the amount of neodymium, but dysprosium is significantly more rare and expensive than neodymium [6].

Today the entire rare earth supply chain depends on China, where almost all of the world’s rare earths are mined and processed [7]. In the last decade, China’s demand of products which require rare earth metals has risen drastically, and China has begun reducing rare earth exports significantly. China is taking measures to consolidate mines, shut down illegal mines, control smuggling, estimate exactly what their rare earth resources and demands are, and decide what the cost of metals such as neodymium and dysprosium should be. In the near future there will be several viable sources of neodymium coming onstream outside of China. There is also a great deal of optimism that a viable producer of dysprosium will soon come onstream as well [8]. These events, will mark the rebirth of the rare earth supply chain outside of China. Until then, whatever China decides following their appraisal of the rare earth industry will determine the price and availability of rare earth metals. Today, there is a great deal of uncertainty about the future price of neodymium. Additionally, the world’s supply of dysprosium can’t be guaranteed. China has said that their reserves may be depleted in 5-25 years [6]. It is yet to be seen what the suppliers outside China are capable of, but it is possible that dysprosium will continue to be more rare and more expensive in the coming years. Therefore, the fact that a direct-drive induction generator requires no rare earth metals presents an advantage, considering the unpredictable future of the rare earth supply chain.

II. GENERATOR DESIGN

A. Design Restrictions

In the interest of creating initial designs which are comparable to one another, some restrictions are stated. It should be stressed that these restrictions are only put in place to facilitate the process of creating some basic designs, and that these values are not suggested to be optimal. Table III gives the restrictions for this preliminary study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter Symbol</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peak air gap flux density $B_g$</td>
<td>0.9 T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak coreback flux density $B_{cb}$</td>
<td>1.8 T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stator current density $J_s$</td>
<td>3.5 A/mm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outer diameter of rotor $D_r$</td>
<td>5 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air gap length $l_{g}$</td>
<td>0.001 x $D_s$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of stator slots $Q_s$</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of rotor slots $Q_r$</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio of tooth to slot width $a$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotor slot depth $d_{sr}$</td>
<td>5 x $\tau_{sr}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slot opening width $b_1$</td>
<td>0.5 x $\tau_{sr}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slot opening depth $d_{1}$</td>
<td>0.1 x $d_{sr}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conductors per stator slot $z_s$</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stator slot fill factor $k_{sf}$</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of phases $m$</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Stator and Rotor Geometry

As the number of stator and rotor slots has already been chosen, the design process begins by choosing the pole number, the outer diameter of the stator, and the axial length. The peak flux per pole is calculated for a peak fundamental frequency air gap flux density of 0.9T (1). In turn, the value of $\Phi_p$ is used to calculate the coreback depth required for a peak coreback flux density of 1.8T (2-4). The flux per pole depends inversely on the number of poles, and this results in the need for larger corebacks for machines with small pole numbers.

\[
\Phi_p = \frac{B_g L D_s}{p} \quad (1)
\]

\[
\Phi_{cb} = \frac{\Phi_p}{2} \quad (2)
\]

\[
A_{cb} = \frac{\Phi_{cb}}{B_{cb}} \quad (3)
\]

\[
d_{cb} = \frac{A_{cb}}{L} \quad (4)
\]

Regarding the slot dimensions for the rotor and stator, the ratio of tooth width to slot width is 1, meaning that the slots and teeth have the same width. The rotor resistance should be as low as possible, in order to minimize losses. This suggests deep slots, giving plenty of cross-sectional area for the rotor bars. Therefore the rotor slot depth is chosen to always be five times the slot width, which the authors consider to be relatively deep. The stator slot depth is initially chosen to be between three and five times the slot width, but this value is
adjusted throughout the design process in order to affect the current density. The length of the air gap is always 0.1% of the air gap diameter for the designs being created in this study, which is a consideration related to manufacturing tolerances [9].

At this point the stator and rotor dimensions have all been established. The outer diameter of the machine is obtained based on the initial values of the stator diameter, the air gap length, the slot depths, and the coreback depth. The stator diameter is adjusted as required in order to obtain an outer diameter ($D_s$) of five meters.

C. Equivalent Circuit Parameters

After selecting the stator and rotor geometry, the process of deriving the equivalent circuit parameters begins. Figure 1 shows the employed form of the equivalent circuit, which is considered in the motor convention.

1) Stator Resistance: The resistance of one stator winding is estimated based on its length, cross-sectional area, and conductivity. The coil length is partially in the slots and partially in the end region. First, the length in the slots for one phase is calculated (5). Concerning the end winding length, each end turn is assumed to be 1.5 times the length of a pole pitch, for a full-pitch winding [10]. From the length of a single end turn, the number of conductors per slot, the number of slots per pole per phase, and the number of poles, the per-phase end winding length can be estimated (6). Since the stator slot fill factor of 0.6 has been stated, 60% of the stator slot area is assumed to be copper. Then for $z_q$ conductors in a slot, the conductor cross-sectional area is found (7), and finally the stator resistance can be estimated (8).

\[
L_{\text{slot}} = \frac{Q_s z_q L}{m} \quad (5)
\]
\[
L_{\text{end}} = 1.5 \tau_p z_q g_s 2p \quad (6)
\]
\[
S_{\text{cond}} = \frac{k_{sf} S_{ss}}{z_q} \quad (7)
\]
\[
R_1 = \frac{(L_{\text{slot}} + L_{\text{end}})}{S_{\text{cond}} \sigma_{cu}} \quad (8)
\]

2) Rotor Resistance: Squirrel cage rotor resistance is determined by contributions from the bars and the end ring [11]. Calculation of the resistance of a single rotor bar is straightforward (9). A single section of the end ring is assumed to have length equal to a pole pitch, and cross sectional area five times that of a rotor bar. With these dimensions, the estimated resistance of an end ring segment can be found (10). The rotor resistance can then be calculated, and it must be noted that the end ring’s contribution to rotor resistance depends on the number of pole pairs (11). The equivalent turns ratio between stator and rotor must be calculated (12), and multiplication of the rotor resistance by this factor gives the rotor resistance as seen from the stator side (13).

\[
R_{\text{bar}} = \frac{L}{S_{\text{bar}} \sigma_{cu}} \quad (9)
\]
\[
R_{er} = \frac{5 S_{\text{bar}} \sigma_{cu}}{k_w} \quad (10)
\]
\[
R_2 = R_{\text{bar}} + \frac{R_{er}}{2 \sin^2(\frac{\pi}{k_w})} \quad (11)
\]
\[
k_{sr} = 4 \frac{m}{Q_s} k_w N_s^2 \quad (12)
\]
\[
R_2' = k_{sr} R_2 \quad (13)
\]

3) Magnetizing Inductance: The magnetizing inductance is calculated based on the geometry of the machine, as well as the winding arrangement [11]. This parameter has an important effect on the reactive power consumption of the generator. The inverse dependence on the pole number demonstrates the reduction in magnetizing reactance, and the increased need for magnetizing current which are observed as the pole number rises (14).

\[
L_M = \frac{3 L_e D_s \mu_0}{p^2 \pi l_e} (k_w N_s)^2 \quad (14)
\]

4) Leakage Inductance: Three types of leakage inductance are considered in this study: slot leakage, zigzag leakage, and end winding leakage. Slot leakage occurs due to flux which follows a path across a slot rather than the intended path, which is across the air gap via the teeth and through the stator and rotor corebacks. The inductance associated with this leakage path is dependent on the permeance of the slot and the number of turns being linked by the slot leakage flux (15).

The slot permeance factor varies for different slot shapes [11]. Referring to Figure 2 for the rectangular, partially-closed slots being considered, the permeance factor is calculated based on the slot geometry (16). The slot leakage is calculated independently for the stator and rotor. Like the rotor resistance, The rotor slot leakage must be referred to the stator for use in the equivalent circuit.

Zigzag leakage is due to variations in MMF between rotor and stator teeth. It is proportional to the magnetizing inductance, and inversely proportional to the number of slots per pole, squared. Zigzag inductance is estimated independently for the rotor and stator (17 and 18), and the results are found from the stator perspective [12].

The end winding inductance is due to the magnetic path surrounding each end winding. It is well known to be a difficult inductance to estimate. An empirical expression from literature [12] is used for the estimation (19). The resulting value is recommended to be split equally between the stator and rotor.
Fig. 2. Dimensions used for calculation of the slot permeance factor

and rotor leakage inductances, in the stator frame of reference. The values of stator and rotor leakage inductance used in the equivalent circuit are found as the sums of the individual leakage inductance components (20-21).

\[ L_{ls} = \mu_0 L_e \frac{Q_s}{m} z^2 \lambda_{slot} \]  
\[ \lambda_{slot} = \frac{d_1}{b_1} + \frac{d_2}{b_4} + \frac{d_3}{3b_4} \]  
\[ L_{lzs} = \pi \frac{12}{12} a - \frac{1}{5} (4m) \right)^2 L_M \]  
\[ L_{lzr} = \pi \frac{12}{12} a - \frac{1}{5} (4Qr) \right)^2 L_M \]  
\[ L_{le} = (k_p - 3) \frac{7N^2 mD_s}{2\pi p^2 10^6} \]  
\[ L_1 = L_{lss} + L_{lzs} + \frac{L_{le}}{2} \]  
\[ L'_1 = k_{sr} L_{lsr} + L_{lzr} + \frac{L_{le}}{2} \]  

D. Iterative Process

Figure 3 demonstrates the cyclical nature of the design method. When the equivalent circuit parameters have been derived, it is possible to generate an output power vs. slip characteristic. Figure 5 shows several such characteristics, where observation reveals the value of slip which gives rated output power. Then, for this value of slip the stator current density and peak air gap flux density must be compared to the design restrictions (3.5A/mm² and 0.9T, respectively). The machine geometry \((D_s, L, d_{ss})\) must then be adjusted until these values are obtained. Adjustments in the geometry are reflected in the equivalent circuit parameters, and therefore a new operating slip is required. When the desired current density and air gap flux density are obtained for the value of slip giving rated output power, the design is finished.

E. Verification with Finite Element Analysis

Static 2-D simulations have been used to verify the induced stator voltage. The static 2D simulation is to correspond with the instant of peak flux per pole, thereby verifying the peak induced voltage. At this moment the phase at the center of the pole has peak magnetizing current, and the two other phases carry one half of peak magnetizing current. This situation is duplicated in the finite element software by modeling the stator windings as current controlled, and setting them according to the magnetizing current found through analysis of the equivalent circuit. Then, with the static 2-D results for the flux linkage in the coil carrying peak current, the induced voltage can be estimated by multiplication with the stator electrical frequency. Since the analytical design has not considered the effects of saturation, one set of simulation results has been obtained using a linear material for the stator and rotor iron. A second set of simulations has been performed using laminations (M310-50A), and here saturation is accounted for. Table IV shows the comparison of results. When saturation is not considered, the voltage is overestimated by less than 10% in all cases. With saturation, the results are 10-15% lower than the values found analytically. These results therefore agree with the analytical results, within a tolerance that is suitable for the early design process being described in this paper.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Poles</th>
<th>Analytical</th>
<th>FEA (Linear material)</th>
<th>FEA (M310-50A)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>574.4</td>
<td>622.6</td>
<td>510.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>546.4</td>
<td>563.0</td>
<td>479.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>490.2</td>
<td>525.7</td>
<td>419.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IV. COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT POLE NUMBERS

A. Results

Generators with pole numbers of 4, 6, 12, 20, 30, and 60 poles have been considered for this comparison. Figures 5 through 7 explain the results graphically. As expected, the active mass decreases as the pole number increases. The required copper is basically not affected, and this reduction in mass is largely due to the previously-mentioned reduction in required coreback depth (1-4). Another factor contributing to this is that reduction of the machine length was found to be a common geometry adjustment as the pole number increased. This is because of the choice to maintain a constant terminal voltage, and a constant number of series turns per phase for all designs. The air gap voltage, the product of flux linkage and electrical frequency, was basically the same for all designs due to the choice to keep the terminal voltage at 690V. But, the electrical frequency rises directly with the number of poles. For an unchanging air gap voltage, the flux linkage must decrease as the frequency increases. If $N_s$ is held constant, and the geometry is not adjusted, the flux density decreases with increasing pole number. Since the diameter already had a constraint, adjustment of the length became the primary means of managing the flux density. The length of resulting designs ranges from 0.89 meters (30 poles) to 1.84 meters (4 poles). This also affected the efficiency, which is shown in Figure 7 to increase significantly as the pole number increases.

On the other hand, the output power vs. slip characteristics of Figure 5 show that as the pole number increases, the peak output power decreases. This occurs because the leakage reactance increases with the number of poles. The height of the slip vs. output power characteristic is dependent on the leakage reactance, while the width is dependent on the stator and rotor resistances [12]. It can be seen that in the case of the 60 pole generator, the leakage reactance becomes prohibitively high under this particular set of design conditions. The methods used to estimate the leakage inductance have many dependencies (15-21). As the pole number rises, some contributing factors rise, while others fall. The result is that the leakage inductances don’t trend so strongly with the pole number, given the restrictions of this study. It is clear, however, that the leakage reactances increase with the pole number, due to multiplication of the leakage inductance by the electrical frequency.

B. Additional Example

Given the results of the design process which has been undertaken, one may be led to question the possibility of further increasing the number of poles. To show that it is possible, one more design will be presented in which the previously-employed design restrictions are relaxed. A 60-pole generator has been designed analytically. Several adjustments were necessary for this design to be successful. The number of stator slots was increased to 360, giving two slots per pole per phase. A benefit of this increase in the number of slots, is that the number of conductors per slot can be reduced without so drastically reducing the series turns per phase. Reducing
the number of conductors per slot is a very effective way to reduce slot leakage (15), however, for a given voltage it is also important for managing the flux density to keep the series turns high. These are competing factors, which must be balanced. In this case an increase in the number of slots helped to achieve this balance, but in the end it was still necessary to increase the length of the generator from 0.89 meters to 1.3 meters in order to keep the flux density at 0.9T. This increase in length has a counter-productive effect on the reduction in active mass which has been demonstrated in Figure 7. But, the required active mass for a 60-pole generator is still estimated to be more than 5 tons lower than for a 30-pole generator. Table V gives the values of active mass, as well as the details of rated operation for the 50-pole generator. Aside from what is explicitly stated in Table V, the restrictions of Table III are still applied.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Q_s)</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>(Q_r)</td>
<td>420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(z_q)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>(\eta)</td>
<td>0.944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(R_1)</td>
<td>3.3 m(\Omega)</td>
<td>(m_{cu,s})</td>
<td>5.5 tons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(R_2)</td>
<td>1.6 m(\Omega)</td>
<td>(m_{cu,r})</td>
<td>8.7 tons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(X_1)</td>
<td>23.8 m(\Omega)</td>
<td>(m_{iam,s})</td>
<td>14.5 tons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(X_2)</td>
<td>19.8 m(\Omega)</td>
<td>(m_{iam,r})</td>
<td>14.3 tons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(X_M)</td>
<td>221.2 m(\Omega)</td>
<td>(m_{test})</td>
<td>43.0 tons</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. Further Work

Based on the knowledge gained from this study, the authors believe 60 poles to be a good starting point for a detailed design process. The required active mass is comparable to that of a 3MW electrically-excited direct-drive synchronous generator, but it remains more massive than a permanent magnet direct-drive generator of this rating [1]. Further work focused on optimization may allow the pole number to be further increased and the mass to be reduced. However, the power factor for a 60-pole generator is estimated to be 0.689, and it will become even lower as the pole number continues to rise. The expense of capacitors and power electronics for compensating the reactive power consumption of a direct-drive induction generator will rise as the power factor decreases, and this too must be considered. Conversely, the authors are aware that the thermal performance of IGBTs used in power converters is poor when the frequency is low, and this is another advantage of striving for a higher polarity.

This paper has focused on the active mass, but the structural mass required to maintain the air gap clearance is also of great significance for direct-drive wind turbine generators. This too must be considered in future work. The permanent magnet synchronous generators which are currently favored can have much higher pole numbers, leading to lower requirements of coreback thickness. But, the induction generator’s higher coreback thickness also contributes toward maintenance of the air gap clearance [9], and from that perspective it is an advantage. The authors therefore hypothesize that a lower proportion of the overall mass of a direct-drive induction generator will be structural, when compared to a direct-drive synchronous generator.

VI. Conclusion

The squirrel cage induction machine has been investigated for its use in direct-drive wind turbines. This paper notes several studies suggesting that the direct-drive wind turbines which are operating today have not exhibited increased reliability when compared to geared wind turbines. The simple design of the squirrel cage rotor may give increased reliability. In this paper, an initial electromagnetic design has been demonstrated. Calculations are based on a 3MW, 15 rpm wind turbine, and it has been shown that choosing a high pole number reduces the required active mass, and also lowers the power factor. The leakage reactance increases with the pole number, with the effect that the pole number may not be increased arbitrarily. Despite working to increase the pole number, the required active mass remains high in comparison to permanent magnet generators. Nonetheless, giving caution to the future availability and prices of neodymium and dysprosium, the squirrel cage induction machine may become increasingly viable for this application.
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